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Technology plays a huge role in this year's updated engine. The new engine's 'computational fluid dynamics' (CFD) creates a fluid-like simulation for the ball. This means the ball behaves differently when it's in the air, on the ground, off the ground, or in a tight space. This new technology also means the ball no longer becomes invisible when it
goes into a goal, can be deflected when hit and creates a more accurate curve of the ball as it goes past players. The goalkeepers are also able to block the ball and not move with their hands as in the past. This system gives them more accurate reactions and better goalkeeper AI – they don’t always dive to the ball when they think they’ve blocked
it, and they react naturally when the ball hits the woodwork. The goalkeeper strategy has been modernised. Goalkeepers use the net, the wall and the long throws more successfully than in the past, and have more options to become beaten. A New Goalkeeper AI In the new goalkeeper AI, players have three different levels of control over the
goalkeeper: pre-emptive, reactive, and reactive with touch. Goalkeepers have two options for pre-emptive control: standing off, and shouting. Standing off means the goalkeeper will not decide when to dive, instead the goalkeeper will react as they see the ball. When a goalkeeper chooses to shout, the simulation will decide when to dive. One of
the new goalkeepers' options is to dive on the first attack, the second attack, or when the goalkeeper shouts. If a goalkeeper uses the pre-emptive option, they can also choose to run and chase the ball in the penalty area. In the past, goalkeepers didn’t have options to chase the ball, but players in FIFA would kick the ball towards the goalkeeper.
Reactive control means the goalkeeper will react to the ball at any time. Reactive, the goalkeeper has a 3D barrier to react to the ball, and when the ball enters the barrier, the goalkeeper dives out of the way. Reactive with touch means the ball is “guaranteed” to touch the goalkeeper. It will then be treated as a shot on goal and the goalkeeper
has to block the ball. The new goalkeeper AI will also react better to low, high and long balls and uses the woodwork better. The new goalkeeper

Features Key:
FIFA 22 improves gameplay for 64 players on Windows, allowing for more tactics and more tricks for your team.
FIFA 22 includes three new International Kits to choose from, plus 17 historic national kits.

FIFA 22 includes three new leagues to play in, including a new professional division in La Liga, UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa League. You’ll also be able to take your favorite players on to the pitch in sleek new kits. Customize your teams kits, adding a team logo, badge and player name. 

GAME FEATURES – Live out your dreams as a manager and a player in FIFA 22. You can now play as a manager with the brand new Career Mode.
MAJOR ONLINE BEHAVIORAL UPDATES - Hype Action is now a feature of multiplayer matches, and the AI is tuned to deliver an improved and more challenging experience.
INTELLIGENT TRICKS – A brand new set of intelligent tactical management tools will allow you to analyse your opponent’s tactics and make necessary adjustments in real time.
COMPLETELY NEW GAMEPLAY SYSTEM – New Touch Pass feature lets you develop sophisticated and unusual ways of scoring.

FIFA ARENA CHANGES – EA SPORTS has made several improvements to the Arena experience, allowing you to take your team’s collective playing style into the arena and giving you the tools you need to customize your match.

AI TEAM TALENT – The new computational AI is smarter, better at responding to every challenge and has a greater range of offensive movements for you to exploit.

NETWORK – Experience a far smoother and more responsive multiplayer experience than ever before, with new Quality of Experience (QoE) considerations that prioritize top-ranked players to maximize bandwidth and stability.
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The Ultimate Team of Real Football: Take on your friends in LIVE CLIMBING LEAGUES, compete in UEFA CLIMAX, and take over the pitch in FIFA Ultimate Team™. New Ways to Compete: Choose from never-before-seen tactics, new styles, and in-depth coaching in FIFA Ultimate Team, FIFA Ultimate Matchday, EA SPORTS™ FIFA Clubs, and the new
Career Mode. New Ways to Be a Pro: New ways to play and be a Pro. Create your own unique look, customise your team, and take on the opposition to become the best player in the world. New Ways to Enjoy Football: Discover the best games in FIFA on any device or any screen. Expanded Story of Global Football: FIFA continues to deliver the most
comprehensive football experience in the world. Career Mode: Sign in FIFA Career where your football journey starts and takes you to new heights. Rivalries: Newest Member Spotlight and Fan Ranking system. Fans: Enjoy new players, history, and customisation with FIFA Ultimate Team. Online: Be part of the FIFA community and compete with
friends and your rivals in PES. Ultimate Team: Take control of your players in FIFA Ultimate Team and unlock their hidden potential. FIFA The Journey: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. FIFA 20 The Journey: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. FIFA 20 Ultimate Journey: Play in different leagues and
tournaments across the world. FIFA 20 Journey Mode: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. Take on the World: Compete for the FIFA 20 World Cup™ title. FIFA 20 The Journey: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. Tournaments: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. World Cup: Play
in different leagues and tournaments across the world. Ajax: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. Liverpool: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. New York: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. PES 2020: Play in different leagues and tournaments across the world. Performance:
New and Improved Player Performance Intelligence. Weighted Match Engine: A New Methodology for Match Play. Gameplay: Innovative Tactical Training. FIFA 22 AC F bc9d6d6daa
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Supercharge your FUT squad with items purchased through gameplay, with unique contributions from memorable players from the real-life game of football. Superstars – Superstars bring the spirit of the real game of football to FIFA, by featuring more than 150 iconic players in the updated player-model, real-life names, and faces. Master League –
Master League provides deeper strategy and more gameplay depth with your Master League captains. With the brand new “Player Reserves” system, players can be called up to their team’s senior team with less than a certain quality match. Be A Pro – Join the Pro Coaching Career for your chance to coach one of the nine new Pro Clubs in FIFA 22.
Learn the game the way the pros play, improve with a new Career Offices, and play alongside your Pro Coaches. Multi-Club Season – From Spring to Fall, compete in a season with up to 10 Clubs, with the new “Ultimate Stars” introducing a club’s defining attributes to create a star-studded squad. Facebook Connect – Stay connected on Facebook
and earn extra rewards for your Facebook profile, including Club Wallpapers and more. Smart Ball Physics – Adapt the most realistic dynamic ball physics in the history of the series, so you can see how the ball moves in the air and in the grass. Precision Timing – Tweak how individual players react and use the ball to react to opponents with new
Control Methods and more. Brand New Player Models – Get an even closer look at the ball and the players as they act and react in more varied and realistic ways. New Ways to Score – Free kicks are taken by pressing the left Stick button and then charging the ball with the right Stick button. For a long-range effort, use the second stick button, and
use the stick to trap the ball in the air when making a pass. New Ways to Pass – Turning on the ball and passing your way around an opponent is no longer sufficient. You need new ways to create opportunities, such as hitting to feet, using the second stick button to trap the ball, and using the right Stick to dive and trap the ball for a shot. Better
Player Interactions – To emphasize the new emphasis on timing and precision, player actions feel more precise and the game reacts to

What's new in Fifa 22:

 Play through your clubs’ full historical season with FIFA Ultimate Team this year. From July 1 - Oct 31 you can play with your FC Bayern, Manchester United, Real Madrid, Juventus, Barcelona or any other club.
 Inter and AS Roma are now available for free in the MyClub Rewards this year, get them by claiming Champs League and International Delivery
 AML Title in FIFA Mobile is now available for a limited time only for the FIFA 22 game. Find out more at www.eagames.com/football
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FIFA is one of the biggest names in football and EA SPORTS FIFA 22 will take your breath away with exclusive gameplay features that add a new dimension to the game. You will play FIFA better than ever before with a
more responsive, more intuitive, and more enjoyable experience. New motion controls offer a new dimension to gameplay The FIFA Interactive Achievement Prize is back and better than ever. It will feature the game-
changing PlayStation® Move™ and Xbox Kinect™ technology, and recognise the best of what the competition has to offer. The FIFA Visual Experience FIFA Visual Experience features a new graphical upgrade, all-new
presentation graphics and updated pre-match and post-match moments from the team, stadium and crowd. To commemorate the anniversary of the World Cup, the game will bring back the viral highlights of the
tournament during all matches at home and away. Unleash and bring out your best football instincts with new to referee controls The FIFA control system is more responsive, intuitive and easier to understand. With
reduced cognitive load and enhanced tactile feel, the way you take control of your goalkeeper, defenders and strikers will be faster, safer and more precise. FIFA Season Mode is improved FIFA Season Mode gives you a
step up in the competition by giving you a choice of three opponents and three sets of rule variations. When you start playing, you’ll see the first and third choice rules, but the second will be unlocked progressively
through the campaign and just like in real life, the variations that bring out your top football instincts will also be available. FIFA Ultimate Team is faster and more accessible than ever You’ll have more access to up-to-the-
minute content and features thanks to new incentives that reward you for building and launching squads early. Experience is even deeper with improved visual cues in the transfer market that will give you a better idea
about what your opponents are likely to do before you buy or sell. Face-off against the world’s best when FIFA finally returns to PlayStation 4 and Xbox One FIFA has been available for Xbox 360, PC, PlayStation 3 and
PlayStation 2 for more than a decade and many of you will be familiar with the title by now, but we have some big changes to the game, a whole new generation of consoles, and we can’t wait to see what you make of it.
Keep up to date with everything FIFA related
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System Requirements:
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